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Dr. Proderici finds that il doe* not corer the eases. Wider comparison
of instance* like the Scythian custom recorded by Herodotus and the
Vandal deeabxUio does not take 03 much further, except to show how
universal l iu been the tendency to reckon the part for the whole, the
head for the man, and the hair for the rest of the head, and so far
to add weight to the report of OapUin Clarke and other first-hand
observer* that the scalp is, after all, primarily a simple trophj, ' adding
verisimilitnde,' to to say,' to a bald and unconvincing story.' J. L. M.

The sixth volume of Sir C. P. Lucas's Htttoncal Geography of ike
British Colonies, dealing with Australasia (Oxford . Clarendon Press,
1907), is not the work of the author of the preceding volumes, but of Mr.
J. D. Bogers, It is very ably written ; indeed, the individuality of the
style, though it is not free from blemishes, is one of the leading charac-
teristics of the volume. Mr. Rogers has equipped himself with amazing
industry for his talk, and the completeness of his references to the vast
and widely scattered literature of the subject makes the book of exceptional
value to the student of exploration and Bettlemant as well aj of the
economio history and the growth of political systems in the Antipodes.
On these Utter questions in particular the author write* with philosophio
grasp and penetration, and hia book deserves to be widely read. Our only
complaint i* that a moderate-sized volume of 440 pages should be dirided
into two parts, dealing respectively with the history and the geography,
each with a separate pagination and index. H.

The Carnegie Institution of Washington has published, 1907, a useful
Guide to the Material* for the History of the United States in Spanish
Archives (Simancas, the Arohivo Hutorioo National, and Seville), by
Professor W. a Shepherd. J.

The reissue of Mr. A. W. Moore's Manx Names, or, th* Surnames and
Place Names of the Isle of Man (London : Elliot Stock, 1906) should
hare been signalled before, in order to call the attention of students to a
valuable antiquarian instrument, which may be used outside of the Isle
of Man. Mr. Moore's explanations of mixed Gaelic and Scandinavian
names fit in well with what has been done by other scholars, &g. by Mr.
Watson, the rector of the Inverness Academy, for the place names of Boss
and Cronnrty (1904) and by Dr. Jakobsen for Shetland ; not to speak of
still more elaborate work, like that of the Ute Dr. Bygh on the names of
iarms in Norway The Norse naraea travestied in Gaelic pronunciation
and spelling all over the west coast liave long tempted inquirers, and
Mr. Moore's book, and Mr. Watson's, will help to dear up a number of
problems. W. P. K.

The Place Najnes of Decies, by the Rev. P. Power (London: Nutt,
1907), is a valuable contribution to the same study on Irish soil. Decies
was an ancient tribal territory embracing the present county of Water-
ford and part of county Tipperary, and for the purposes of this book
it IB token as co-extensive with the united dioceses of Waterford
and Lismore. Within this district Father Power bus examined the
official names of all tho baronies, parishes, and town lands, and in
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